Celebrity Marriage: Why Harry
Hamlin’s Marriage to Lisa
Rinna Works
By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity news, Harry Hamlin revealed how his
celebrity marriage works with Lisa Rinna, according to
UsMagazine.com. The celebrity couple tied the knot in 1997.
Although they have their differences–he doesn’t care about pop
culture and she has little interest in cooking–they have
managed to make it work. “Lisa and I are of the same mind,”
Hamlin said. “So we have a very functional relationship and we
respect each other and listen to each other and admire each
other and we let each other be. We’re not helicopter husband
and wife.”

In this celebrity marriage, Harry
and Lisa aren’t “helicopter husband
and wife.” What are some signs
you’re
becoming
a
helicopter
partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
We all micromanage to an extent, and you’ve probably heard the
term “helicopter parent”. It’s when it starts to become too
much that being a helicopter husband and wife can cause
problems:
1. You have to train each other: You always worry they might

say or do the wrong thing, so you feel the constant need to
teach other on how to act.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jana Kramer & Mike Caussin Share
How Therapy Helps Their Marriage and Parenting
2. You don’t consult each other: Your spouse never consults
you, and you never consult your spouse. Decisions get made
before the other person is ever informed of anything, which
can lead to arguments.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Halsey Shuts Down Pregnancy
Rumors
3. You both hover: Neither one of you can let the other text
or be on social media without knowing what is going on. In
fact, you may even both share a social media account so
there’s no suspicion, ever.
What are some other ways to know if you and your partner are a
helicopter husband and wife? Let us know in the comments
below!

